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A wall is a very big weapon. It's one of the nastiest things you can hit someone with. 
Banksy1 

 
2013. A young Palestinian walks towards West Bank wall and looks up. His audience think he will 
walk along the tall concrete wall. He starts climbing. 1971. A British soldier stops running in the back 
alleys of Belfast terrace houses2 leaning on a brick wall to catch his breathe. If only he knew where a 
Catholic neighbourhood finishes and a Protestant one starts, he would be okay. 1987. Two male 
angels, yes angels, stroll towards Berlin wall chatting quietly. They walk and walk and disappear 
through the wall. 
 

 
Fig 1. Omar 

 
How can academics/architects/urbanists/filmmakers contribute to the inclusion and integration of 
divided societies in the scale of the built environment for a shared future? This is the question asked in 
this study and the event series that led to it. In 2014, a research group entitled CACity3 funded by the 
Institute for Collaborative Research in the Humanities is founded in Queen’s University Belfast. The 
group gathers more than 300 academics (mostly in the humanities) and non-academic specialists like 
architects, artists and filmmakers interested in the built environment and in looking at it through the 
lens of cinema. 
CACity has organised a film season, Walled Cities, in Belfast in 2017 in collaboration with Queen’s 
Film Theatre. The question behind Walled Cities is already mentioned: How can we contribute to the 
urban inclusion/integration of divided societies? Syrian and other refugee crises, and the post-conflict 
setting in Belfast have aroused the theme. Three walled city films are chosen: Omar with West Bank 
wall in Palestine/Israel, ’71 based in Northern Ireland during the Troubles, and Wings of Desire 
portraying walled Berlin (Appendix 1). 4  Filmic depictions of urban walls are beneficial in 
understanding the complex relationships between cinema and architecture in the city. They are 
physical representations of conflict in divided societies.  
Omar5, ’716 and Wings of Desire7, films exhibited at QFT in Walled Cities I, will be analysed here 
through a non-hierarchical discussion of diverse perspectives. The intention is to approach to urban 
walls without prejudice. Unconventionally, an architectural and cinematic approach will be followed 
to unfold social issues such as divided communities, steps towards conflict resolution, and inclusive 



	

urbanism. The study also reverses research processes. Commonly researchers study a subject matter, 
write/present/publish on the topic, and then do a public engagement event like Walled Cities for non-
academic audiences. Contrarily, this research follows the film season. This is not a complete study of 
particular urban walls; rather walls are interpreted via the perspective of the film director to benefit 
from cinema to understand their role in contested spaces.  
 

 
Fig 2. Walled Cities I 

 
Why do the film season and this study bring particularly these geographies together? The main reason 
is the theme; West Bank, Belfast and Berlin are/were walled cities, and the films portray their divided 
communities. These are internal walls parting a city from within rather than external/peripheral ones, 
i.e. borders. The wall situation alters for each city. Omar is shot and set during the ‘wall period’ 
(2013) and the walls the Israelis built still exist. ’71 is also shot during the ‘wall period’ (2014) but 
intentionally set in a time before the walls (1971). Having said that the invisible divisions between 
Catholic Nationalist and Protestant Unionist streets are already explicit in the film. Wings on the other 
hand is shot and set during the ‘wall period’ (1987) but Berlin wall is demolished shortly after (1989). 
The aftereffect of separation walls lasts for several decades.  
City walls are terrifying and fascinating at the same time. Historically a walled city would be an 
(ancient, medieval, etc.) urban settlement with thick and tall stonewalls that are built at the periphery 
of the city to protect the inhabitants from potential attacks of enemies and possible invaders. “It was 
only with the formation of fortified walled cities that humans found themselves in a situation of 
feeling terror and under threat by a presumed enemy—a human enemy.”8 Being the setting for much 
larger populations, urban walls in contemporary cities do not create a loop and seal off a territory. 
Rather they stand between two parts of the city; they are internal. This does not however change the 
fact that their existence has a significant influence on the life and architecture of the city. A city wall is 
never solely a protector or divider; it could be a symbol, landmark or space, or even an object of 
fetishism (Appendix 2). 
Protector. Some city walls or fortification enclose and/or seal a city to protect it. It surrounds the 
whole city and the transition between inside and outside is provided through fully controlled military 
gates or checkpoints. Its nature is defensive; it is a shield. Most historical examples, be it Mycenae, 
Babylon, Hattusa, York or Prague, can be listed under this category. Borders around contemporary 
countries serve the same purpose. The ‘peace walls’ in Belfast have a similar character to fortification. 
Though they vary in physical nature (not continuous, intercity, various materials/heights/lengths), they 
are built between Nationalist and Unionist communities to protect either side from physical violence 
(gun fire, throwing stones or Molotov cocktail, etc.). The first wall was constructed in 1969; by the 
time the film was set, there were not many physical protectors in the city. “Belfast has mental ‘walls’ 
as well as the obvious physical ones.”9 Locals were able to see the invisible separation between the 
Catholic and Protestant streets in West and North Belfast but the British soldier was not. The peace 
lines, if existed, could have protected him. 



	

 

 
Fig 4. ‘71 

 
Walls in Omar and Wings do not show the characteristics of protection for dissimilar reasons. West 
Bank wall represented in Omar strategically separates Palestinian neighbourhoods from each other. 
Though the long concrete structure is built between Palestinian and Israeli territories to protect the 
latter, that is not what the Arab director raised in Nazareth portrays in his film, as that is not how 
Palestinians perceive (and experience) the wall. The GDR government, on the other hand, built the 
wall around West Berlin not for the protection of their East German citizens but, interestingly, to 
prevent them to flee into the west.  
Divider. When the purpose of a wall, or a set of walls, is to divide a city into two or multiple pieces for 
political reasons, the streets or neighbourhoods on opposite sides of this boundary stop interacting 
with each other. This lack of exchange leads to the fragmentation of the city, and in time a possible 
destruction. The walls once separated ancient and medieval cities from the outside world and marked 
their territorial boundaries are not impenetrable any longer; they have opened up. Accordingly they do 
not act as a barrier or control point like the walls portrayed in the films.  
In the Palestinian film, the tall concrete wall exists to dīvide et imperā. Omar’s success to cross to the 
other side on a daily basis climbing the wall using a rope (an act only few can achieve) merely 
strengthens the depiction of the political power of Israel in the film. The rest of the Palestinians need 
to accept the presence of the wall as a divider of their nation. Similarly the continuous horizontal 
concrete structure in Germany divides Berliners from Berliners. The transparency of the wall for 
angels emphasises its solidity for humans. They cannot cross it or see the other side. It is an 
embodiment of division and separation. Under different political regimes, one socialist republic the 
other parliamentary democracy, the city starts to evolve separately on the two sides of the double-skin 
wall. This is highlighted with colourful graffiti on one side and clean, whitewashed surfaces on the 
other. Today Berlin wall does not exist, but its essence lies within the deeply fragmented city. Belfast 
peace walls have not been built yet as of 1971 however the division is visible mainly via the reactions 
of people to the soldier in different parts of the city.  
Symbol. Symbols are meanings attached to objects; the two are not directly related. A city wall 
historically has been a symbol of power and authority. More recent intercity examples may or may not 
have the same symbolic character. West Bank wall in Omar is an embodiment and symbol of the 
power of Israel in the area. “The wall and the checkpoint materially and symbolically separate Omar 
from his lover Nadia.”10 The long-lasting conflict between the two communities is yet to be resolved 
and the wall symbolises the domination of Israel for the time being. 
The symbolism of the peace lines is rather different. Particularly in West Belfast, separation walls and 
mural walls related to the Troubles are almost everywhere, and they are an indicator of the continuous 
separation between the Catholic and Protestant citizens of the city. (This is a more ideological 
separation rather than religious.) Each wall symbolises the differences of the people on its opposite 
sides and their predisposition to refuse to keep the dialogue open. The wall in Wings, instead, is a part 
of the memory of the 1940s, and a symbol and reminder of the World War II.11 The flashbacks to 
Berlin-in-rubble right after the war support wall’s symbolic meaning. It is also the three-dimensional 



	

representation of the cosmopolitan city in pieces; Wenders uses Berlin wall as a symbol of the 
fragmented city. David Harvey reconciles some of these meanings: “The distinctive organization of 
space and time is, moreover, seen as the framework within which individual identities are forged. The 
image of divided spaces is particularly powerful, and they are superimposed upon each other in the 
fashion of montage and collage. Berlin wall is one such divide, and it is again and again evoked as a 
symbol of overarching division. Is this where space now ends?”12 
Landmark. Similar to historical walled cities, the walls in Omar and Wings are landmarks that people 
can use to orient themselves. A landmark noticeably marks a locality. Lost? Find the wall. It is an 
architectonic element within the city that is always with the urban dweller, always in the foreground. It 
is a daily routine for Omar to walk straight to the wall and cross it. Potsdamer Platz in the heart of 
Berlin that has lost the life and character it once had has gained a new face with the long horizontal 
wall that sits in the landscape like the horizon, or an infinite canvas filled with vivid graffiti. Being an 
interruption to the naturally growing, living, breathing city, walls stand out from the urban fabric 
clearly marking the spaces close to them and cutting out prohibited parts of the city. The presence of 
such indicators could have solved some of the problems of the young private in ’71. 
 

 
Fig 3. Wings of Desire 

 
Space. Some walls are more three-dimensional, or spatial, than others. As walls of historical cities are 
constructed for defense purposes, they most of the time have a thickness and depth. They have 
enclosed spaces within and external spaces on top for surveillance and attack. West Bank wall and 
Belfast’s peace walls do not have such a character, because their height affects their functionality 
more than their depth. Having said that their verticality adds to the three-dimensionality of the area. In 
Omar, the protagonist ‘crosses’ the wall vertically, an act of (illegal) passage that is not intended 
without a checkpoint. In Wings, (not Berliners but) angels do the same and ‘cross’ the solid concrete 
wall rather than using Checkpoint Charlie. 
Berlin wall has a ‘no man’s land’, an in-between space within two layers of precast reinforced 
concrete wall, a space favoured by angels for some peace and quiet. This can be considered as a 
heterotopia (of crisis) in Michel Foucault’s terms. In ‘Of Other Spaces’, the philosopher talks about 
heterotopias as places dissimilar to ordinary cultural spaces stating: “Heterotopias always presuppose 
a system of opening and closing that both isolates them and makes them penetrable. In general, the 
heterotopic site is not freely accessible like a public place.”13 Neither is Berlin’s no man’s land. 
Fetish. Anthropologist Charles de Brosses who published Du Culte des Dieux Fétiches (Cult of the 
Fetish Gods) in 1760 coined the term fetish, which is a derivation of a Portuguese word feitiço 
meaning amulet or charm. Portuguese appropriated the word to refer to the various objects believed to 
be sacred, impregnated with imaginary powers and used in religious ceremonies by West African 



	

natives. For various reasons (emotional, personal, nostalgic, social, cultural, traditional) urban 
separation walls may turn into desirable entities or fetish, or at least tourist attractions. An extreme 
example is keeping (or buying/selling) small pieces of Berlin wall after its demolishment by the 
people. The motivation behind the desire to attain a piece of the wall that once encircled West Berlin 
could be emotional or nostalgic. The power of this ordinary piece of concrete comes from the 
‘worshipper’ rather than the object itself. Whatever has triggered ‘consumerist object fetishism’ in this 
context value has been exaggerated because of the rarity of original pieces.14 As Walter Benjamin puts 
it, its uniqueness is the core value for a (fetish) object.15 
Ancient/medieval walls, such as the Great Wall of China, Hadrian’s wall in England, Aurelian walls 
of Rome and Constantinople’s sea walls are all commercialised as tourist attractions to impress 
millions. Local/international tourists take a stroll on the 1.5km-long city walls of Derry built in the 
17th century. Peace lines of Belfast are also a main destination of black cab tours and city sightseeing 
bus tours unlike West Bank wall. ‘Touristification’ of a separation wall needs to follow the resolution 
of the conflict, or at least the beginning of the healing of wounds. 
Following the success of Walled Cities I, a second film season is organised at QFT to exhibit fiction 
films based in East Berlin (The Legend of Paul and Paula, 1973) and Cyprus (Akamas, 2006) as well 
as a Spanish documentary (Walls, 2015) that portrays several segregation walls between different 
countries (Appendix 3). Towards the end of Walls, the directors write: “This film was shot at the 
borders between USA-Mexico, Morocco-Spain, and Zimbabwe-South Africa. It could have also been 
shot at the borders between …” listing 22 new borders.  
The difference between the feature films exhibited in Walled Cities and the documentary is the state of 
the walls. While all the walls in feature films are intercity walls, the ones in the documentary are 
borders between countries built mostly in rural areas. Similar to ’71, the audience do not see Berlin 
wall in Paul and Paula, though made in the ‘wall period’ just like Wings of Desire. However the 
construction and transformation that East Berlin is going through due to the separation is clearly 
depicted in almost every scene. Borders represented in Walls are fenced or walled up with similar 
reasons to walled cities of ancient times. 
Research suggests that building new highways does not resolve traffic problems in big cities. Similarly 
walls are not the solution to the conflict between communities. “Walls are useless.”16 A platform of 
communication can be a beginning, and film and other forms of art can provide this platform. That is 
the main outcome of Walled Cities film seasons. This does not change the fact that close to 2020 
countries are divided with borders that are stronger than ever, and tall walls and fences fragment cities, 
with more on the way. Understanding the dynamics of a walled city and the reasons behind its 
contested spaces could be the starting point. We have a long way to go, and cinema can help as its 
cinematic representations portray a walled city in unexpected ways. 
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Appendix 1. Filmography: Walled Cities I+II 
 
 
Film 

 
Director 

 
Country 

 
Year 

 
Guest Speakers 

 
’71 

 
Yann 
Demange 

 
UK 

 
2014 

 
Frank Gaffikin, QUB Planning 
Ken Sterrett, QUB Planning 

 
Akamas 

 
Panikos 
Chrissanthou 

Turkey, 
Hungary, 
Greece, Cyprus 

 
2006 

Satish Kumar, QUB Geography 
Evropi Chatzipanagiotidou, QUB 
Antropology 

 
The Legend of 
Paul and Paula 

 
Heiner 
Carow 

 
East Germany 

 
1973 

Tanja Poppelreuter, University of Salford 
Architectural History and Theory 
Gul Kacmaz Erk, QUB Architecture 

 
Omar 

 
Hany Abu-
Assad 

 
Palestine 

 
2013 

Merav Amir, QUB Geography 
Mazen Iwaisi, QUB School of History, 
Anthropology Philosophy and Politics 

 
Walls 

Pablo Iraburu 
Migueltxo 
Molina 

 
Spain 

 
2015 

 
Murat Akser, UU Cinematic Arts 
Ulrike M Vieten, QUB Mitchell Institute 

 
Wings of 
Desire  

 
Wim 
Wenders 

 
West Germany, 
France 

 
1987 

Liat Savin Ben-Shoshan, Bezalel 
Academy of Arts and Deisgn, Jerusalem  
Gul Kacmaz Erk, QUB Architecture 

 
 
Appendix 2. Urban Walls in Walled Cities I 
 

 
 

 
Wall as a … 

Historical 
walled city 

Omar’s  
West Bank 

‘71’s 
Belfast 

Wings’ 
Berlin 

Military: Protector x  x  
Political: Divider x x x x 
Ideological: Symbol x x x x 
Urban: Landmark x x x x 
Architectural: Space x   x 
Touristic: Fetish x  x x 

 
 
Appendix 3. Urban Walls in Walled Cities II 
 

 
 

 
Wall as a … 

Historical 
walled city 

Paul-
Paula’s 
Berlin 

Walls’ 
borders 

Akamas’  
Akamas 

Military: Protector x  x  
Political: Divider x x x x 
Ideological: Symbol x  x  
Urban: Landmark x  x  
Architectural: Space x  x  
Touristic: Fetish x    
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